
RiCOPTER with RIEGL VUX-SYS laser scanning system

ALL IN A DAY’S WORK
CAN LASER SCANNING FROM UAV AND CAR REPLACE TOTAL STATION AND
GPS SURVEYS OF ROADS? A PROJECT IN CROATIA TRIED TO FIND OUT

Developments in the field of laser scanners and laser scanning
systems have increased in the past few years. Physical size
has decreased while performance has increased. The number
of laser pulses per second has reached a million and the
measurement distance is in the hundreds of metres.

RIEGL has implemented these and other features in a variety
of compact, powerful, and precise scanners. Attached IMU/
GNSS units, governing control units and optional cameras
collect/record a multitude of additional properties during
each scan. Due to the straightforward attachment system, a
quick and easy installation is possible onto helicopters, vehicles
and even UAVs – the modern tools of choice to accurately
surveying road infrastructure in the highest possible quality.

The system’s flexibility became an important aspect in a
project of RiCOPTER UAV GmbH, which was executed in December
last year on behalf of Geoprojekt LLC, one of the major geodetic
companies in Croatia. Founded in 1962 and based in Zagreb,
Geoprojekt LLC has 60 employees and its focus is cadastral and

real estate projects, in geodetic support to infrastructure projects
such as roads, railroads, and in topography, cartography and
photogrammetry. Geoproject is licensed by the Croatian State
Geodetic Administration to perform state survey and real property
cadastre activities according to the law on state survey and real
estate cadastre and perform their services throughout Croatia.

The company was interested in a practical demonstration
of the benefits and advantages of laser scanning for their fields
of operation. The mission was to acquire both mobile and aerial
laser scan data of an area of 2km x 1.5km that had previously been
surveyed conventionally using DGPS and total stations. The mobile
data acquisition was conducted using a car while the RiCOPTER,
RIEGL’s unmanned octocopter, was used for the aerial data acquisition.
To check both datasets for their relative and absolute accuracies,
control points of varying sizes and reflective properties were spread
across the area and measured with DGPS and total station.

A total of three flights with the RiCOPTER, including the VUX-SYS
and additional cameras, were flown. To guarantee a sufficient line of
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RIEGL VUX-SYS integrated in VMQ Mobile Mapping System

RIEGL VUX-SYS: One system for various applications Overlap area of MLS and ULS data (blue MLS data,
magenta ULS data)

mobile acquired street data with the wide
coverage of the UAV-based system.

Including setup and mounting of the
systems, all the data was acquired in less
than a day. The consecutive processing
of the data was finished within a few
days as the bulk of the processing was
done through automatic processes.

For comparison purposes: the
conventional survey of the same area with
DGPS and total station, resulting in some
100 points, took two to three teams of
two people a few weeks. The information
gained in that survey consisted solely of
positional information of the measured
points, whereas scan data also covers parts
of the environment providing additional
information thereof. Based on scan data, it is
possible to get information about the surface
of the driven road and detect cracks in it.

The road survey using laser scanning
brought a convincing result in terms
of time efficiency and data quality. The
project thereby provides a valuable base

for decision making regarding future
investments. Geoprojekt is planning on
using the equipment in projects requiring
high accuracy (such as geodetic base maps
for construction planning, road survey for
resurfacing projects) and projects requiring
high level of information (such as inventory
assessment projects for different data bases).

INCLUDING SETUP
AND MOUNTING OF
THE SYSTEMS, ALL THE
DATA WAS ACQUIRED
IN LESS THAN A DAY
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sight between the pilot and the UAV in this
quite large area, take-off positions had to be
moved. Based on the flight plan created by
the operator, the RiCOPTER’s flight was fully
automatic. For safety reasons the take-offs
and landings were flown manually by the
pilot. The system was configured for a pulse
rate of 550kHz at a flight altitude of 50m
above ground level and a mean velocity
of 6m/s (22km/h). Each flight took about
25 minutes and produced point clouds
with a mean density of 300 points/m2.

After the survey flights, the VUX scanner
including the INS/GNSS system was removed
from the RiCOPTER and installed in the VMQ
platform. The platform of the VMQ single
scanner mobile mapping system consists
of a 30º horizontally tilted mount for the
scanner that is placed on an adjustable
plate. The plate can be rotated around the
vertical axis in steps of 15º to provide a
maximum coverage of the environment –
even for complex structures. The platform
also offers possibilities to connect various
cameras for simultaneous image acquisition
to colourise the acquired data. No cameras
were used for the mobile acquisition of the
project as the scanner, additionally to the
distance measurements provides numerous
attributes, like a calibrated reflectance
value, that suffices for further processing.

The data acquisition with the mobile
system was done in two drives, one with
the scanner rotated 30º to the right and
one with it rotated 30º to the left. Both
drives were done at a velocity of 30km/h.
The scanner was configured to acquire
data with a pulse repetition rate of 550kHz
and 200 lines/second. This resulted in a
very high point density (3,500 points/m2
on the road surface for each drive), which
provided a good visibility of the control
objects in the point cloud. The mobile
acquisition took a total of 45 minutes.

Processing
Both datasets were then processed with
RIEGL’s RiPROCESS software package. Based
on the initial trajectories that were processed
with base station data, first point clouds of
about GPS accuracy of a few centimetres to
decimetres were created. Afterwards, the point
clouds were recalculated by RiPRECISION,
a RiPROCESS plug-in that corrects the
differences between multiple passes of
an acquired project fully automatically.
The result thereof was a registered point
cloud with a relative accuracy of 1-2cm
and an absolute accuracy of 2-3cm. In this
calculation, control objects can be included
to provide highly accurate georeferencing.
The UAV scan data – using the previously
registered mobile data as a reference – was
processed with RiPRECISION as well.

The result was a point cloud referenced
to a high relative and absolute accuracy,
combining the high point density of the
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UUUNNNIIIVVVEEERRRSSSIIITTTYYY
OOOFFFWICKEDEARTH
SOLUTIONS.
SPATIAL ENGINEERING:
UNIQUE, NEWMASTER’S PROGRAMME,
STARTING SEPTEMBER 2017
IIIfff yyyooouuu’rrreee a professional or graddduuuaaattteee eager tooooo tackle
sssooommmeee ooofff ooouuur world’s most wwwiiiccckkkeeeddd problems bbby combining
technicalll aaannnddd sssooocio-ecooonnnooommmiiic knowledge wwwwwith spatial data
analysis & mmmooodddeeellllllinnnggg ––– aaand you’re already ssssskilled in at
least one of thhhooossseee ttthhhrrree fields – the Universssssity of Twente
hhhas an oooffffffeeerrr yyyooouuu wwwiiillllll fififinnnddd hard to resist: a neeeeew two-year
MMMaaasssttteeerrr’sss ppprrrooogggramme iiinnn SSSpppatial Engineering.

✓ GGGEEETTT EEEQQQUIPPED TO TACKLLLEEE SSSOOOME OF OUR
WWWOOORRRLLLDDD’SWICKED PROBLLLEEEMMMSSS, SUCH AS
FOOOODDD SSSEEECCCURITY OR CATASTTTRRROOOPHIC
CONSSSEEEQQQUUUEEENCES OF NATURRRAAALLL DDDISASTERRRRRS

✓ CCCOOOMBINEEE TTTEEECCCHHHNICAL AND SOCCCIIIOOO---EEECONOOOOOMIC
KKKNNNOWLEDDDGGGEEEWWWITH SPATIAL DATTTAAA AAANALYYYYYSIS
AAANNNDDDMODEEELLLLLLIIINNNGGG

✓ BBBEEE TTTHHHEEE AAANSWWWEEERRR TTTOOO GROWING DEMMMAAANNND
IN TTTHHHEEE INNNTERNAAATTTIIIOOONNNAL CORPORATEWWWOOORRRRRLD
FFFOR SSSPPPAAATTTIIIAAAL ENGGGIIINNNEEEEEERS

✓ BBBEEENNNEFIIITTT FFFRRROOOMHANNNDDDSSS-OOON, PROJECT-LEDDDDDDDDD
EEEDUUUCATTTIIIOOONNN AAAT ONE OOOFFF TTTHHHEWORLD’S LEAAAAAAAAADDDIIINNNG
CCCEEENNNTTTRESSS OOOFFF EEEXXXPERTIIISSSEEE

✓ EEENJJJOOOYYY OUTTTSSSTTTAAANNNDING CCCAAAREEEER OPTIONS
AAASSS AAAMMMAAASTTTEEERRR OOOFFF SCIENNNCCCEEEWWWITH UNIQUELY
UUUPPP-TOOO-THHHE-MMMINNNUTTTE CAPAAABBBIIILIIITTTIES

FIND OUTMORE OR
APPLY TODAY AT
UTWENTE.NL/GO/SE


